We study the maximum cardinality of a pairwise-intersecting family of subsets of an n-set, or the size of the smallest set in such a family, under either of the assumptions that it is regular (as a hypergraph) or that it admits a transitive permutation group. Not surprisingly, results under the second assumption are stronger. We also give some results for 4-wise intersecting families under the same assumptions.
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
There is a large collection of results in extremal set theory, concerning families F of subsets of an n-element set X: typically, these are bounds on the cardinality of F, and characterisations of families attaining the bounds, subject to assumptions about cardinalities of intersections, closure conditions, or exclusion of solutions of various relations such as FI £;; F 2 • In many cases, it is interesting to ask for similar results under a global hypothesis on F. We consider two such hypotheses. We say that F is regular if the number of members of ~ containing an element x is a constant (called the degree of ~); and ~ is transitive if it is invariant under a transitive group of permutations of X. Obviously, transitivity implies regularity, but not conversely.
Our main concern is with intersecting families (containing no two disjoint sets). It is trivial that the cardinality of an intersecting family is at most 2"-1. This bound is realised, for any n, by the (non-regular) family consisting of all sets containing a fixed x E X. However, there are many other families attaining the bound. (We give a general construction in section 2.)
If n is odd, the family of sets of cardinality greater than tn is intersecting and has cardinality 2"-1, and is transitive (it admits the symmetric group Sn). However, for n even, there may be a regular family but no transitive one of size 2 n -1 (this holds for n = 12), or there may be no regular family of this size (this holds for n = 4). We investigate the set A = {n E ~: there is a transitive intersecting family ~ of subsets of an n-set, with I ~ I = 2 n -I }.
It was shown by Isbell [10] that
there is a transitive permutation group of degree n containing no fixed-point-free 2-element}.
The main results on this set are summarised in Theorems 1 and 2. (ii) 3·2
u ¢ A for all a ~ 2.
THEOREM 2. (i) A is multiplicatively closed.
(ii) A contains all odd numbers. The pioneering work on this question was done by Isbell in the 1960s. He conjectured [10] the existence of a function m such that, if b is odd and a ;:::, m(b), then 2 a • b ¢. A. He claimed to have proved this statement in [11] , but the proof is incorrect, and the question is still open. In this direction, Theorem l(i) is straightforward, and (ii) is established in [4] .
However, the obvious conjecture, that 2" • b ¢. A if b is odd and 2" > b, is false: Peter Neumann (personal communication) showed that 56 E A, and his construction easily extends to give two infinite families of examples. We give a variety of constructions in section 4.
We also give lower bounds for the size of a set in such a family. The first inequality is essentially best possible; but we have no examples remotely near the second.
We also investigate the function fen) defined by 2"-1 -fen) = max {I.?I: .? is a transitive intersecting family of subsets of an n-set}.
(Another interpretation of fen) will be given later.) Clearly fen) = 0 iff n E A; we evaluate fen) in some other cases:
' for a ;:::, 1.
(ii)f(12) = 48.
We also consider t-wise intersecting families with t > 2, that is, families in which any t sets have non-empty intersection. The family of all sets containing x is t-wise intersecting for all t and has cardinality 2"-1. But with our global assumptions, 4-wise intersecting families are smaller: PROBLEM. Is it true that a 3-wise intersecting transitive (or regular) family.? must have
The method of proof of Theorem 5 gives a result which is of independent interest. THEOREM 6. Let G be a transitive permutation group on an n-set X, and Tat-subset of X. let
Equality holds, for example, if T is a block of imprimitivity for G.
REMARK. By analogy with the alternative characterisation of the set A given before Theorem I, we could define, for any prime p, the set Ap = {n E N: there is a transitive permutation group of degree n containing no fixed-point-free p-element} and conjecture the existence of a function mp suc that, if n = pU . b with p,y b and a ~ mp(b), then n ¢ Ap-It is trivial that if n = pU . b with a ~ I and b < p, then n ¢ Ap; but we have no further results on this problem. The question is partly motivated by a theorem of [6] according to which any transitive permutation group of degree n > 1 contains a fixedpoint-free p-element for some prime p.
We always use log to denote logarithms to base 2, and in for natural logarithms. We are grateful to Roy Meshulam and Peter Neumann for helpful discussions.
TRANSITIVE INTERSECTING FAMILIES
For the remainder of the paper, X denotes a set of cardinality n, and :#' a family of subsets of X. PROOF. A permutation of X interchanges some complementary pair of subsets iff all its cycles have even length, that is, iff some odd power of it is a fixed-point-free 2-element (interchanging the same pair of sets). So, if G contains no fixed-point-free 2-element, then the orbits of G on tn-sets fall into 'dual' pairs, the dual of an orbit consisting of all complements of sets in that orbit. Thus the choices in Lemma 2.2 can be made in a G-invariant way.
REMARK. Ifn is odd, there are no fixed-point-free 2-elements; so any intersecting family can be enlarged to one of size 2 n -1 without destroying any automorphisms.
From this result, we obtain Isbell's characterisation of the set A: PROOF. The reverse implication is immediate from Proposition 2.3, taking fF = 0.
For the forward implication, the first sentence of the proof of the proposition shows that, if fF is intersecting and I fF I = 2 n -l , then Aut (fF) contains no fixed-point-free 2-elements.
Let m,(n) and m,en) be the maximum sizes of regular (resp. transitive) intersecting families of sets; and, for n even, let m;(n) and m;(n) be the maximum sizes of regular Crespo transitive) intersecting families of tn-sets. For 0 ::::; k ::::; n, and any family fF, let fFk denote the family {F £ X:FE fF, IFI = k}.
LEMMA 2.5 . (i) if fF is transitive, then fFk is transitive for all k. (ii) If §k is regular for all k, then fF is regular.
The proof is obvious. The converse of (i) is clearly false, since we may take transitive families §k and ~ for which Aut( §k
is transitive.
The converse of (ii) is false, even if § is intersecting and I fF I = 2 nl , as the following example shows. EXAMPLE 2.6. Let X be a large finite set whose cardinality is coprime to 10. Choose a random partition of Xinto 10 parts, labelled with the 2-subsets of {l, ... ,5}, say X I2 , ••• , X 4s .let Ai be the union of the four parts whose labels contain i; then Ai n Aj = X;j for i #-j.
Let P be a cyclic group of permutations of X (any transitive group ofpolynomially bounded size would do), and set .JiI = {1t(A i ):1t E P, 1 ::::; i::::; 5}.
It can be shown that, with probability exponentially close to 1, .JiI is an intersecting antichain and I Ail < in for all i. Now let .Jil' be obtained as in Proposition 2.3; that is, .Jil' consists of all sets containing a member of .JiI together with all blocking sets of size greater than n. Finally, set
Then § is intersecting and IfFl = 1.JiI'1 = 2 nl . Also,.JiI ' is transitive, hence regular; and, since each point lies in two of the five sets Ai' the passage from.Jil' to fF increases the degree by one. Moreover, since 5 {n, not all Ai have the same size, so fFk is not regular for some k.
PROOF. The inequality ::::; is obtained in each case by taking a transitive or regular intersecting family of n-sets of maximum size and adjoining all sets of size greater than in (using Lemma 2.4(11) and the remark following it). The reverse inequality is obtained by taking a transitive intersecting family § of maximum size and considering ~n'
We do not know whether equality necessarily holds in (ii). However, it is known for which n the right-hand side is zero, in view of the following result of Brace and Daykin [2] : THEOREM 2.8 m;(n) = Hrn) iffn is not a power of2.
It follows that m,(n) = 2"-1 if n is not a power of 2. PROBLEM 2.9. For n = 2", a ~ 1, is there a regular intersecting family of cardinality
If fF were such a family, then fF~" would not be regular; this easily implies that fF would contain sets of cardinality less than tn. It can be shown that no such family exists for n = 2, 4, 8. Letf(n) be the minimum, over all transitive permutation groups G of degree n, of the number of sets flipped by G. Clearly we can take the minimum over all minimal transitive groups G, those such that every proper subgroup of G is intransitive.
ON NUMBERS NOT
PROOF. (i) The tn-sets not flipped by a group G fall into dual pairs of orbits, as in Proposition 2.3. A maximal G-invariant intersecting family of tn-sets consists of the union of one of each dual pair of orbits.
(ii) Clear from (i) and Proposition 2.7(i).
The first family of numbers not in A are the powers of 2, about which the next result gives complete information. PROOF. Let G be a transitive group of degree 2" (a ~ I). A Sylow 2-subgroup of Gis transitive; without loss of generality, we may assume that G is a 2-group.
Let z be an involution in the centre of G. Then z is fixed-point-free and flips 2 
•
By induction, H flips at least I:f:~22' sets. Each of these yields a set (the union of the corresponding cycles of z) flipped by G; and none of these coincides with a set already described, since none of the earlier sets is a union of cycles of z. Thus
1=0
The cyclic group of order n realises the value I:f':ci 2 21 , since for j = 0, ... , a-I, the elements of order 2i + 1 are fixed-poi nt-free and all flip the same 2 2 a-J-1 sets, all of which are fixed by elements of smaller order.
. The uniqueness of the minimal configuration also follows from the above inductive proof: the configuration on 2n points is found from that on n points by replacing each point x by two points XI, X 2 , and then adjoining each set which contains exactly one point from each pair.
Finally, we prove the converse of (i 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4(ii).
It is straightforward to show that the group defined in the last part of the proof of Theorem 3.2 flips exactly 48 sets. We must establish that any minimal transitive group of degree 12 flips at least 48 sets.
Lemma 3-4. (i) The only minimal transitive groups of degree 6 are the cyclic and dihedral groups (acting regularly) and the alternating group A4 (acting on the co sets of a subgroup of order 2).
(ii) Any minimal transitive group of degree 12 is a {2, 3}-group. PROOF. We give the argument for (ii); (i) is similar but easier. First, using Sims' list of primitive groups [14] and the subgroup structure of these groups, we see that a minimal transitive group of degree 12 is necessarily imprimitive. If it has a block of imprimitivity of size 3 or 4, it is contained in S3 wr S4 or S4 w S3, and so is necessarily a {2, 3} group. Ifit has a block of size 2, then either the group () induced on the set of blocks is minimal transitive of degree 6 (in which case the result follows from (i», or else a proper transitive subgroup of () acts with two orbits of length 6 (each of which is also a block for G).
So we may assume that G has two blocks of size 6, and that the group induced by a block on its setwise stabiliser is one ofPSL(2, 5), PGL(2, 5), A6 or S6. Let H be the subgroup fixing the two blocks. Then H has a unique minimal characteristic subgroup, which is normal in G; by minimality, we may assume that H is PSL(2, 5), PSL(2, 5) x PSL(2, 5), A 6 , or We return now to the proof that/(12) = 48. Let G be a transitive group of degree 12.
We may assume that G contains no fixed-point-free involution, since such an involution flips 64 sets. Also, we may assume that G is minimal transitive. From this it follows, both that G is a p, 3}-group (Lemma 3.4(ii», and that any odd permutation in G must be fixed-point-free (for otherwise the even permutations in G would form a proper transitive subgroup). By Burnside's theorem, G is solvable, and so a minimal normal subgroup N of G is elementary abelian, and has orbits of length 2, 3 or 4. We treat these cases in turn. N-orhits of length 2. We can identify N with a binary linear code of length 6, in which all words have even weight and no word has weight 6, and which has a transitive automorphism group. Up to isomorphism, the only such code is spanned by (l 1 1 1 0 0) and (1 1 0 0 I 1). So N ~ V 4 • Moreover, GIN is a minimal transitive group of degree 6, necessarily regular or isomorphic to A 4 , by Lemma 3.4(i). If GIN is regular, then a Sylow 2-subgroup P of G has order 8, and all its involutions lie in N (since elements outside N are fixed-point-free); so P is abelian, and P ~ CG(N). If GI N ~ S3, then G is generated by its Sylow 2-subgroups, and N ~ Z(G); if GIN ~ C 6 , then G has a normal Sylow 2-subgroup P ~ C 4 X C 2 admitting no automorphism of order 3, so we have P ~ Z(G). This is impossible, since Z(G) is semiregular.
So we have GIN ~ A 4 . Then G has a normal Sylow 2-subgroup P of order 16 with an automorphism of order 3 acting non-trivially on both N and PIN. This implies that P is abelian, whence regular on each of its orbits of length 4. Thus there are only three distinct stabilisers in P, containing between them 10 elements. The remaining 6 elements of P fall into 3 inverse pairs of elements of order 4, each a product of two 2-cyc\es and two 4-cyc\es and so flipping 16 sets; and there is no overlap, since a set flipped by such an element contains two N-orbits lying in distinct P-orbits and the inverse pair is determined by these P-orbits. So G flips 48 sets. (ii) A set of odd size admits no fixed-point-free 2-element.
(iii) The group constructed in Theorem 3.2, with degree n = 2". where Then C I has density at most 1/2 k + I < e12. Also, every number in C 2 has at most 2k prime factors; it suffices to show that the set Dm of numbers with exactly m prime factors has density 0. This is true because
while !:n .. x lin "' " In x.
(iv) First, we re-cast slightly the group used in (iii). Let H be the additive group of all binary b-tuples of even weight, and C the cyclic group of order b of co-ordinate permutations. Then C acts on H, and we take G to be the semi-direct product. Since b is odd, any element of H has an entry 0, and so some conjugate of it lies in the subgroup HI of H defined by the equation XI = 0. Thus, representing G on the 2b cosets of HI, every 2-element (that is, every element of H) has a fixed point.
To establish (iv), we use the same group, but replace HI by the subgroup H2 defined by the equations X2 = 0, XI = X3' Every element h of H has an odd number of zeros, hence a run of consecutive zeros of odd length (regarding it as cyclically ordered). Thus h has either three consecutive zeros, or a run ... 101 ... ; in either case, some cyclic shift is in This construction suggests an obvious generalisation. By (i), it is reasonable to concentrate on the case when b = p is an odd prime. Define a function w(p) as follows. Let C be the cyclic group of order p, and V the unique (up to similarity) non-trivial irreducible C-module over GF (2) . The dimension of V is the order of 2 mod p, say d, and V can be realised as the additive group of GF(2 d ), with C the unique subgroup of order p in the multiplicative group. Now let w(p) be the maximum codimension ofa subspace Wof Vwith the property that the images of Wunder C cover V.
PROOF. Let W be as in the definition, with codimension w(p). Let U be a subspace containing Wand having codimension a. Now let G be the semi-direct product of V by C, acting on the co sets of U. Suppose The upper bound in Proposition 4.2 means that we can never construct a member of A whose 2-part exceeds its odd part by this method. Moreover, the multiplicative closure of A does not lift this limitation either. To do better with these methods, we need to ensure that the number of conjugates of the subgroup U of V exceeds the index of Vin G. For this, we need to use a non-abelian group V. This argument is due to Peter Neumann. The next result extends his observation that 56 EA. (ii) If n is odd, let q = 2 n , and let G be the stabiliser of a point in Sz(q). Then I G I = q2(q _ 1). If H contains an element of order 4 then, again, H meets every conjugacy class in V = 02(G), and the conclusion follows as in (i). 
ON 4-WISE INTERSECTING TRANSITIVE FAMILIES
In this section, we prove Theorem 5(i) and Theorem 6. The proofs depend on a result from [5] which we now state. 
We identify a subset F of X with its characteristic function x(F), a zero-one vector of length n. Given a family :F of subsets of X, we use the uniform distribution on :F; that is, In [7] it was shown that a transitive 4-wise intersecting family :F satisfies I:
Theorem 5(i), which we now prove, improves this bound considerably.
We need the following easy consequence of a theorem of Katona [13] . Thus the result is true if t :'( (2n2 In 2)1/3. However, if t > (2n2 In 2)1/3, the conclusion is immediate from Katona's result (Proposition 5.2).
REGULAR FILTERS
A family:F is called alilter if F E:F and G ;2 Fimply G E :F. (This is not standard; we do not reuire :F to be closed under intersection.)
For x E X, the degree d(x) of x in :F is the number of members of:F containing x. We require a simple lemma. LEMMA 6.1. Suppose that ~ is aft/ter on X and A <:; X is such that F n A -# 0 for all F E ~. Then the average degree of points of A in ~ is at least tl ~ I( I + 1/(2" -I», where a = IAI.
PROOF. By [12] or more easily by Hall's theorem, the incidence matrix of b-sets and Again, since ~ is a filter and F n A -# 0J(A) ~ 1~1/(2" -I), from which the result follows.
REMARK. On the other hand, the sum of the degrees of all points is equal to the sum of the sizes of all sets in fF. This does not exceed the sum of the sizes of the 2"-1 largest subsets of X, which is easily seen to be tn(2"-1 + ( n )
Lt<n -l)J . from which the result follows.
